Superfast Northamptonshire

17th June 2014

SUPERFAST NORTHAMTPONSHIRE
New Procurement to further extend coverage of Superfast Broadband across
Northamptonshire

STATE AID PUBLIC CONSULTATION (2) – CLOSURE NOTE
1. Outcome of the Public Consultation
The Public Consultation for the Superfast Northamptonshire project closed on 9 th June 2014.
During the Consultation period the project team received an update of future planned
deployments from 2 suppliers: British Telecom and Gigaclear. BT provided a new OMR data
set including minor revisions of coverage for the whole County area, whereas Gigaclear
confirmed a small addition to their deployment plans to address a ‘white hole’ data
omission.
We also had contacts and discussions with local broadband suppliers but none of these
discussions led to modifications of the intervention area.
Following this process, the intervention area for the project was updated and finalised prior
to commencing the procurement. The final State Aid maps for NGA Broadband and Basic
Broadband are shown below and are available on the project website at
www.superfastnorthamptonshire.net.
2. Timescales
The following table summarises the timescales of the next stages of the procurement:
Activity

Date

Consultation period for the State Aid Public
Consultation (2)

9th May to 9th June 2014

Submit State Aid notification (Part 1) to the
Department for Media Culture and Sport

12th June 2014

Expected start of procurement

Late June 2014

Submit State Aid notification (Part 2) to the
Department for Media Culture and Sport

September 2014

Award superfast broadband contract

October 2014
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3. Revised State Aid Maps
As a reminder, the following criteria have been used by the County Council to determine the
classification of areas into Basic Broadband and NGA White/Grey/Black areas respectively:
For Basic Broadband, each postcode is turned Grey if:


BT estimate that all premises in the postcode can receive (or are planned to receive)
a broadband speed >2Mbps;



OR, if Virgin Media serve 90% of premises within the postcode;



OR, if it is an area served by an alternative fixed infrastructure provider with Access
Line Speeds >2Mbps;



OR, if a wireless service or other qualifying technology is available at >2Mbps to all
premises in the postcode;



OR, if the postcode is included in the Basic Broadband Intervention Area of the
current deployment Contract between the County Council and BT (March 2013).

Each postcode is turned Black for Basic Broadband if it satisfies at least two of these
conditions. All other postcodes remain White.
For NGA, each postcode is turned Grey if:


BT has upgraded the network infrastructure serving the area AND ALL premises
within the postcode have an estimated (VDSL2 for FTTC) Access Line Speed of
>15Mbps (please refer to Note 2 below);



OR, if Virgin Media serve 90% of premises within a postcode;



OR, if it is in an area that is served by an alternative fibre-based, NGA fixed wireless
or other qualifying technology that meets the requirements of the BDUK NGA
Technology Guidelines1.

Each postcode is turned Black for NGA if it satisfies at least two of these conditions. All other
postcodes remain White.
Note 1: where 2 operators have declared partial coverage of premises within a postcode, a
complete overlap of coverage is assumed, e.g. if a postcode contains 30 premises
and operator A serves 10 premises and operator B serves 15 premises with
1

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/236341/NGA_Technology_G
uidelines_300813.pdf
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Superfast Broadband, the County Council considers 15 premises to be NGA white.
This assumption aligns with observations from sample testing of suppliers’ online
availability checkers and aims to ensure that no premise is left behind in the
objective to achieve full Superfast Broadband availability by the end of 2017.
Note 2: In accordance with the Northamptonshire Next Generation Strategy and the
Superfast Northamptonshire project, the speed threshold criterion used to
determine an area as NGA white remains 24 Mbps or less. However, some OMR
data supplied to the County Council was based on a threshold of 15Mbps instead of
24Mbps. The County Council has estimated which areas reported through the
OMR as above 15Mbps it believes will be ‘at risk’ of not benefitting from access to
Superfast Broadband speeds of above 24Mbps – these are coloured Green and will
be treated as ‘Conditional’ White areas. These areas have been estimated based
on the expected depreciation of speeds with the distance between premises and
their serving network infrastructure (FTTC cabinets). It has been estimated that
premises located more than 1000m away from their expected serving cabinet
location were at risk of not having access to Superfast Broadband.
Note 3: In addition, the proposed NGA Intervention Area includes a number of other NGA
‘Conditional’ White areas (coloured in Blue on the map) – these areas are currently
within planned commercial coverage but have been reported through the OMR as
being ‘at risk’ of not being completed commercially. If commercial plans fail then
these areas should be eligible for public sector intervention.

It is proposed that ‘Conditional’ White areas will be eligible for public sector intervention to
support the deployment of Superfast Broadband subject to monitoring and verification of
supplier plans within the 3 year period by the Local Body that a superfast broadband service
has not or will not be delivered during the period.
The following table summarises the outcome of the Open Market Review in terms of White,
‘Conditional’ White, Grey and Black postcodes and premises for Superfast Broadband:
Number of
postcodes

Number of black
premises

Number of grey
premises

Number of white
premises

Black postcodes

4,185

106,644

651

0

Grey postcodes

7,966

20,206

137,908

253

‘Conditional’
White postcodes

215

0

252

3,624

White postcodes

3,643

1,845

12,866

34,764
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The Superfast Broadband Intervention Area includes 34,764 NGA White premises spread
over 3,643 NGA White postcodes, but could include up to 38,388 premises if the
‘Conditional’ White premises come into scope.
The following table summarises the outcome of the Open Market Review in terms of White,
Grey and Black postcodes and premises for Basic Broadband:
Number of
postcodes

Number of black
premises

Number of grey
premises

Number of white
premises

Black postcodes

6,227

188,206

929

0

Grey postcodes

9,366

14,310

143,023

1

White postcodes

416

122

2,873

2,549

The Basic Broadband Intervention Area includes 2,549 White premises spread over 416
White postcodes.

4. Updated State Aid Maps
The updated State Aid maps for the Intervention Area are shown below for NGA Broadband
and Basic Broadband respectively:
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6. Status of Intervention Area
The State Aid Public Consultation is now closed. The County Council has submitted its State
aid (Part 1) notification to the National Competence Centre (part of the Department for
Culture Media and Sport) which oversees the UK National Broadband Scheme. A decision
on the eligibility of the proposed Intervention Area is expected on 19th June 2014. If
clearance is granted, the Intervention Areas mapped above will be confirmed as eligible for
public sector intervention for the next stage of the Superfast Northamptonshire project and
forthcoming procurement.
The confirmed new Intervention Area will be published on the project website following
clearance by the National Competence Centre.
7. Contact Details
If you have any comments or questions regarding the project, you can get in touch with the
County Council’s Superfast Northamptonshire Project Team by email at:
bigidea@northamptonshire.gov.uk
Up-to-date information about the Superfast Northamptonshire project can be found at
www.superfastnorthamptonshire.net
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